Conversation centered around making sure that students have resource information—In SBU 101?

For transfer students if they don’t take SBU 101—thinking about other ways to get the information in for our students

For grad school— in presentation at orientation?
 Invite Celia to conversation about onboarding grad students

Rick to invite—Through surveys—“pulse check” Peter Lupar
Reaching out to students who are struggling here—connect them with Peer mentors—
If SB was not your top choice—it influenced the way that you perceived Welcome Week

2/22
Present—
Chris Kretz
Julia Brown
Putcharapong Purirojejanon
Rick Gatteau
Dr. Smita Majumar Das—Behavioral Health presentation—
Overview of CAPS—
Initial Consultation and assessment
Individual model—short term brief model—12 session
Longer needs—connection to community resources
Overview of study from Center for Collegiate Mental Health
  Specialized care and out patient care
  Medication management
CAPS crisis line
CARE team
Timely Care—telehealth for all SBU students—counseling—12 sessions Talk Now
Medical Care and Treatment
Health Coaching Services
Diverse network of providers
Continuity of care outside of NYS—
CPO= Center for Prevention and Outreach—
Student Support Team—Starting point for student needs
Red Book- Concerns and get resources

Juila brought up case to discuss- Dr. Majumar Das and Dr.Gatteau clarified

Zoom recording

https://stonybrook.zoom.us/rec/share/mOszV7uftcolm1bqET13AUrohEP9sAxl-065E-eE3QXXfLhTCBkRlOtsgq8qcdAy.kitUctzNa_86zVC-
Passcode: ^1GCfe5^